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With Dharma Kirtiraj, Sharmiel Mandre,
Chikkanna, Darshan Togudeep. In the early

90s, they founded Kid Seven Trade.
Circulation - 11 million copies, 99 percent of
sales are in India. "Sites for Girls" gives you
the opportunity to write and print on almost

any topic: from cooking recipes to
environmental issues. Now KidSeven is not

only all the same games, but also a permanent
heading "Culinary duel". The One Shop The

term Everyday One is not the name of a
comic, but a Swiss youth magazine. The first
issue was published in 1999. As of 2012, it is
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one of the largest youth publishing houses in
Switzerland, with a market capitalization of

over 5 billion francs. The journal is published
in 39 languages, including Russian. In Russia,

The One Shops is known under the brand
name "Million Ingredients for the New Year".

And even Russian books and a magazine
appeared in the publisher's catalogue. JKW
Photo For novice photographers, as well as

for those who want to process their photos for
subsequent publication on the Internet, the
Joker Photobank is open. This is a place to
store photographic goods - from lenses to

digital cameras, and for all lovers of digital
technology there is simply an unsurpassed

photo storage on the Internet - the Komix.ru
portal Whether you are a professional
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photographer, a photography beginner or an
amateur, at Komiks.ru you will find

everything you need for digital, traditional
and artistic photography. "Photobanks" on the

Komik portal is a repository of all major
international trading platforms with thematic
catalogs and the ability to post your photos.

Access to them is open to absolutely
everyone. Russian Komicon, as well as

Belarusian JComics, contains funds for all
fans of comics. Bananamania British

magazine about flowers, gardening, interior
design and animals. It has been published

since 1927 and is included in the TIME 100
list of the largest socially significant

publications. Banana Magazine stands for the
highest quality of publications,
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professionalism, commitment to quality and
the highest relevance. Own shooting and

exclusive materials, useful tips for readers,
excellent illustrations and promotional

materials. ReadMusic News Today, music and
music news is not just news and information.
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